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Abstract

Optimal resource allocation is a key ingredient in the ability of cloud providers to offer agile data centers and cloud computing services at a competitive cost. In this paper we study the problem of placing images and virtual machine instances on physical containers in a way that maximizes the affinity between the images and virtual machine instances created from them. This reduces communication overhead and latency imposed by the on-going communication between the virtual machine instances and their respective images. We model this problem as a novel placement problem that extends the class constrained multiple knapsack problem (CCMK) previously studied in the literature, and present a polynomial time local search algorithm for the case where all the relevant images have the same size. We prove that this algorithm has an approximation ratio of \( (3 + \epsilon) \) and then evaluate its performance in a general setting where images and virtual machine instances are of arbitrary sizes, using production data from a private cloud. The results indicate that our algorithm can obtain significant improvements (up to 20\%) compared to the greedy approach, in cases where local image storage or main memory resources are scarce.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is rapidly gaining momentum as a preferred means of providing IT at low cost. At the core of the cloud technology lies an agile data center that facilitates dynamic allocation of resources on demand to satisfy the variable hosted workloads. Although virtualization should not be equated to cloud computing, most cloud implementations use data center virtualization as the foundational technology because of the advantages it offers for dynamic reallocation of resources. It is a common practice in cloud computing to create VM instances based on “master” images, which are immutable VM templates of minimal size. Master images are stored on Network Attached Storage (NAS) in a service termed Image Repository. The master images use RAW image format and before VM instance can be created from the template, it should be copied to a Directly Attached Storage (DAS) of the host where the new VM is to be instantiated.

Since RAW image size might be in the order of gigabytes, copying RAW images from Image Repository to DAS of the hosts introduces high bandwidth overhead and long boot latencies, which offset the advantages of elastic cloud. To minimize both network bandwidth overhead and boot latency, “copy-on-write” (CoW) images are created from the master images using some CoW image format [1], [2], [3], [4]. Theoretically, a host can instantly create and boot up a minimal CoW image on DAS, pointing to the master image in the Image Repository. Thus, a new VM will write the modified data to the local DAS of the host, while using the master image for the unmodified data. Although technically possible, this configuration is rarely used in practice, because many VM instances will read the unmodified data from their master images repeatedly, introducing network overhead and read latency. Also, the Image Repository will become a bottleneck and this might limit cloud scalability.

In a typical large virtualized data center from which a cloud is provided, physical machines are organized into racks, where each rack offers shared storage for storing master images that can be used by all hosts comprising the rack and also can be accessed remotely over the network by the hosts outside of the rack. The master images from the image repository are pre-copied into the rack storage and hosts use these master images rather than the master images stored in the Image Repository to create CoW images for VM instances. This distributed image store implementation off-loads the Image Repository service and allows to reduce traffic and latency overhead in CoW image to master image communication.

In this distributed image store configuration, some VM instances are regarded local with respect to their master images, meaning that these VM instances run in the same rack where the master image resides. Other VM instances can be regarded as remote with respect to VM instances that communicate with these master images via top of the rack switch (TOR). Thanks to extreme flexibility offered by the...
virtualization technologies, customized images with very little management effort can be created, which results in very large collections of master images. Due to the size of these master image collections it is infeasible to keep the entire collections locally to the rack where VM instances run.

Therefore, the problem of minimizing network traffic overhead and latency due to communication between a CoW VM instance and its master image in a virtualized data center arises. This problem is in the focus of this study.

The problem is important because CoW image to master image communication occurs in-band with the regular service traffic. Thus, scarce resources, such as network bandwidth should be managed wisely to improve goodput of the hosted applications. In the work of Tang [4], experimental evaluation demonstrated that depending on the CoW image format used, the network overhead introduced by communication between CoW image and its master image can be up to 20% and can severely impact network performance and service goodput. The need to reduce this overhead motivates works on network optimized pre-fetching of master images, e.g., [5], [4].

A typical layered network inter-connect of a data center is shown in Figure 1. Layered architecture consists of a series of connected racks. Physical servers within the same rack are connected to a top-of-rack switch. Then, the racks are connected to switches at the aggregation layer. Finally, each aggregation switch is connected with multiple switches at the core layer.

In such tree topologies the available bandwidth decreases as the link level increases [6]. Thus, the average communication of a host with a storage node in the same rack is much faster than the average communication of a host with a storage node at a different rack that uses switches at higher layers. Examples of such hierarchical network topologies are tree [7], fat-tree [6] and VL2 [8]. The latter is a relatively new architecture that uses valiant load balancing to route the traffic uniformly across network paths. In this architecture the communication cost across all the racks is close to uniform.
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**Fig. 1. General data center network topology**

In this work we consider VL2-like topologies. More specifically, we assume generic containers, where each container has image capacity (i.e., the volume of the shared storage used to host images) and compute capacity (i.e., resources that are required to run VM instances). We treat compute capacity as one-dimensional measure (e.g., CPU or main memory) quantifying a primary resource bottleneck.

We assume that communication between VM instance and its locally placed master image is confined to the container and does not impose load on the inter-container network, while VMs communicating with their remotely placed images suffer from increased latency and introduce non-negligible overhead on the data center network. Consequently, our goal is to design efficient algorithms that make coordinated placement decisions for VM instances and their images to maximize the number of local VM instances and thus minimize the number of remote VM instances. This reduces the communication cost between virtual machine instances and their respective images.

We define a novel placement problem that extends the class constrained multiple knapsack problem (CCMK) also known as data placement problem previously studied by Shachnai and Tamir [9] and Golubchik et al. [10], respectively. We introduce a new constraint, called replica constraint, that requires a feasible placement to include all images, while maximizing the number of local VM instances. Note that from the theoretical point of view this changes the problem and a new algorithmic approach is required to address it.

Our model focuses on an off-line problem, where the set of demands and available machines is known. In many practical scenarios this may not be the case since requests arrive over time, however our local search algorithm can be used for initial placement of a large set of virtual machines into the data center and for online setting as a basis for ongoing optimization that periodically improves the placement after the arrival and greedy placement of a new set of virtual machine instances by allowing migrations of virtual machines. Another important real usecase, where our proposed algorithms are beneficial arises in the context of disaster recovery. In this case a backup cluster is requested to re-establish the state of a failed cluster, based on the meta data collected about the images and VMs while the original cluster was in the operational state. It is important to be able to provide an efficient solution in this case since the resources (both in terms of computation and networking resources and in terms of time to recover) are limited. Our Main contributions are as follows.

- We present a novel polynomial time local search algorithm for equal size items, and we prove that it has an approximation ratio of $(3 + \epsilon)$.
- Based on this theoretical result we develop a practical heuristic for the general setting where images and VMs are of different sizes.
- We evaluate this practical algorithm using data from the private IBM research cloud. The results indicate that our proposed local search algorithm provides significant gains over a simpler algorithm that is based on a greedy packing algorithm for the problem without replica constraint.

**II. RELATED WORK**

The need to improve cost-efficiency by reducing capital investments into computing infrastructure and operational costs such as energy, floor space, and cooling drive the research...
efforts on VM consolidation [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] and motivate features of the products such as [17], [18], [19]. In most of the research work, VM consolidation is regarded as a classical bin packing problem where resource consumption is inferred from historical data or predicted using forecasting techniques. In addition to the primary optimization goal, which is the number of hosts, secondary goals such as migration minimization, performance optimization and other are considered. Most of this works consider physical resources such as CPU and memory.

Recently, Meng et al. [20] considered consumption of network resources by VMs as an optimization goal for VM placement. They formulated the problem of assigning VMs to physical hosts to minimize the total communication costs. This goal can be achieved by placing VM pairs with large mutual traffic rate in hosts with close affinity. Another recent work used statistical multiplexing of network bandwidth among the VMs to improve VM consolidation [20], [21].

The data placement problem was considered earlier in the context of storage systems for multimedia objects such as Video-on-Demand (VOD) systems. In this problem there are \( n \) clients interested in data objects (movies) from a collection of \( M \) data objects. The system consists of \( N \) disks, where each disk \( j \) has storage capacity \( C_j \) and bandwidth (load) capacity \( L_j \). Each client request requires a dedicated stream of one unit of bandwidth (load). This implies that each disk \( j \) can store at most \( C_j \) data objects and serve at most \( L_j \) clients of data objects stored in the disk simultaneously. The goal is to find a placement of data objects to disks and an assignment of clients to disks that maximizes the total number of served clients, subject to the capacity constraints.

This problem can be modeled as the class constrained multiple knapsack problem (CCMK) also referred to as the data placement problem [9], [10]. Shachnai and Tamir [9] showed that the CCMK problem is NP-hard. They presented the moving window (MW) algorithm and showed its optimality for several interesting special cases. Golubchik et al. [10] gave a tight analysis of the moving window (MW) algorithm and provided a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the problem.

Later, Shachnai and Tamir [22] and Kashyap and Khuller [23] studied generalizations of the problem with different item sizes. Another application of the problem is the distributed caching problem studied in [24], in which each item is a request to access data object and requires bandwidth. Requests that access the same data object instance share its storage, but requires non-shareable bandwidth.

### III. Model and Problem Definition

We are given \( M \) item types and \( N \) bins. Each type \( k \), \( 1 \leq k \leq M \) is associated with a set \( U_k \) of items. Each bin \( j \) has capacity \( C_j \) representing the maximum number of item types that can be assigned to it and load capacity \( V_j \) representing the maximum number of items that can be placed in the bin. A placement specifies for each bin \( j \), the types of items assigned to bin \( j \) and how many items of each of these types are placed in bin \( j \). A placement is feasible if each bin \( j \) is assigned at most \( C_j \) item types and the total number of items placed in the bin is at most \( V_j \). It is also required that each item type should be assigned to at least \( d \geq 1 \) bins. We refer to this as replica requirements. The goal is to find a feasible placement of items to the bins that maximizes the total number of packed items.

This problem without the replica requirements was studied in [9], [10] and was referred as the class constrained multiple knapsack problem (CCMK) and data placement problem. The replica requirements with \( d > 1 \) might be required for fault tolerance.

CCMK with replica requirements can be applied to the problem of VMs and VM images placement on physical containers in virtualized data center. Specifically, we are given a set of \( M \) VM images stored on a centralized server and \( N \) containers. Each VM image \( k \), \( 1 \leq k \leq M \) is associated with a set \( U_k \) of VMs. Each container \( j \) has storage capacity \( C_j \) representing the maximum number of images that can be placed on it and load capacity \( V_j \) representing the maximum number of VMs that can be simultaneously run in it. A placement specifies for each container \( j \), the set of VM images placed on container \( j \) and how many VM instances of each of these images are placed in container \( j \). It is required that each image should be placed in at least one container. The goal is to find a feasible placement of all VM images and all VMs to the containers that maximizes the total number of locally placed VMs.

Note that we make a natural assumption that the total compute capacity and the total image capacity of the containers is sufficient to place all the VM instances and at least one replica of each of their master images (without repetitions).

### IV. Local Search Algorithm

In this section we show a polynomial time local search \((3 + \epsilon)\)-approximation algorithm for CCMK with replica constraints. Shachnai and Tamir [9] showed that the CCMK problem is NP-hard. We first show that the CCMK problem with replica requirements is NP-hard.

**Theorem 4.1:** The CCMK problem with replica requirements is NP-hard.

**Proof:** We show a simple reduction from the CCMK problem without the replica constraints to the CCMK problem with replica requirements as follows. We modify the instance of CCMK to an instance of CCMK with replica constraints by adding a new bin \( N + 1 \) with capacity \( M \) and load capacity \( 0 \). Since, the load capacity of bin \( N + 1 \) is 0, in any solution to the CCMK instance with replica requirements all the items are packed in bins \( 1, \ldots, N \). Thus, it is easy to see that the number of items in the optimal solution to the CCMK instance equals the number of items in the optimal solution to the instance of CCMK with replica requirements.

The problem without the replica requirements has a simple 2-approximation algorithm. For a single bin, the following greedy algorithm is optimal: Order the sets of items in non-increasing order of sizes. Then, in step \( i \) the algorithm packs in the bin maximum number of items of set \( i \). The algorithm terminates when reaching one of the bin capacity limits (or all items are packed in the bin). A simple greedy algorithm called Greedy for the multiple knapsack problem (MKP) is...
presented in [25]. This algorithm packs items to the bins sequentially. In step \( j \) the algorithm packs items to bin \( j \) by applying an algorithm for the single bin problem on the remaining set of items. For the CCMK problem without the replica requirements the algorithm for a single bin described above can be used by Greedy. The analysis of Greedy appears in [25] and yields the following results for our problem without the replica requirements (as previously observed in [22]).

**Theorem 4.2**: Greedy is a \( \frac{3}{2} \)-approximation algorithm for the CCMK problem without the replica constraints and with identical bins.

**Theorem 4.3**: Greedy is a 2-approximation algorithm for the CCMK problem without the replica constraints.

We now show our local search algorithm. First we describe a 3-approximation algorithm that may have exponential running time. Then to ensure polynomial running time, we modify the algorithm to obtain a \((3 + \varepsilon)\)-approximation algorithm.

Let \( S = (S_1, \ldots, S_n) \) be an assignment of items and item types to bins, where \( S_j \) is the set of items and item types assigned to bin \( j \). The algorithm starts from an arbitrary feasible assignment of items and item types to bins such that every item type is assigned to at least \( d \) bins.

The general algorithm repeatedly performs one of the following local improvements. In each step the algorithm tries to repack a single bin \( i \) from \( S_i \) to \( S_i' \) or to repack a pair of bins \( i, j \) from \( S_i \cup S_j \) to \( S_i' \cup S_j' \), respectively. Let \( T \) be the set of unassigned items. When repacking bin \( i \) or pair of bins \( i, j \), the algorithm considers the set of items \( S_i \cup T \) or \( S_i \cup S_j \cup T \), respectively. If the repacking improves the solution then it is applied. The algorithm terminates when no further improvements are possible. The local search algorithm for the CCMK problem with replica requirements tries to replace two sets of items of different types in a bin or swap two sets of items of different types between pair of bins.

The algorithm uses additional operation that combines the two operations, since there are cases where each of these operations alone may not be sufficient for improving the solution. Specifically, the algorithm, repeatedly performs one of the following local improvements.

- **Replace operation**: Replace set of items of type \( k \) assigned to bin \( i \) with set of unassigned items of type \( k' \) (as illustrated by Figure 2(a)).

- **Swap operation**: Swap two sets of items of type \( k \) and \( k' \) between bins \( i, j \), respectively. Then, if there is free load capacity in bins \( i, j \) assign additional unassigned items of type \( k', k \) to bins \( i, j \), respectively (as illustrated by Figure 2(b)). Note that when a set of items is reassigned to a new bin some items may be dropped due to the load capacity limit of the bin.

- **Swap and Replace operation**: Perform swap operation on bins \( i, j \) and then replace operation on one of the bins \( i \) or \( j \).

See Figures 2(a) and 2(b) for illustration of replace and swap operations, respectively. In this example each bin has capacity 2 and load capacity 10. There are 3 items of type \( k \) and 7 items of type \( k' \). Let \( n = \sum_{k=1}^{M} |U_k| \) denote the total number of items. Let LS denote the value of the local optimum obtained by the local search algorithm and let OPT denote the value of the optimal solution.

**Theorem 4.4**: The local search algorithm reaches a local optimal solution in \( O(n) \) steps and \( 3LS \geq OPT \).

**Proof**: Let \( Y_{ij} \) be the set items of type \( i \) assigned by LS to bin \( j \). Let \( X_{ij} \) be the set of items of type \( i \) assigned by the optimal solution to bin \( j \) and are not assigned by LS to any bin. Let \( X_j = \bigcup_{i=1}^{M} X_{ij} \) be the set of items assigned to bin \( j \) by the optimal solution and are not assigned by LS to any bin and let \( Y_j = \bigcup_{i=1}^{M} Y_{ij} \) be the set of items assigned to bin \( j \) by LS. A bin is called load saturated if it is assigned with the maximum number of items it can hold and capacity saturated if it is assigned with the maximum number of item types that it can hold. Let \( B_L \) be the set of load saturated bins, let \( B_C \) be the set of capacity saturated bins, which are not load saturated and let \( B \) be the set of all bins. Let \( X = \bigcup_{j \in B} X_j \) and let \( Y = \bigcup_{j \in B} Y_j \). Also, for a set of bins \( A \) let \( X_A = \bigcup_{j \in A} X_j \) and let \( Y_A = \bigcup_{j \in A} Y_j \). Let \( C^f_j \) and \( V^f_j \) be the free capacity and free load capacity of bin \( j \) in the local optimal solution, respectively.

We now consider the set of bins \( B_C \). Recall that \( B_C \) is the set of capacity saturated bins, which are not load saturated in the local optimal solution obtained by LS. We charge the set of items \( Y \) packed by LS for the set of items \( X_{B_C} \) assigned by the optimal solution to the set of bins \( B_C \) and were not assigned by LS to any bin. This charging scheme is provided using the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.1**: It holds that \( |X_{B_C}| \leq |Y| \).

**Proof**: The charging scheme has two steps. In the first step we charge items assigned by LS to the set of bins \( B_C \) and are of type that has strictly more than \( d \) replicas (i.e., item type that is assigned to more than \( d \) bins) for the set of items \( X_{B_C} \), that are assigned by the optimal solution to the set of bins \( B_C \) and are not assigned to any bin by LS. In the second step we charge for the subset of items in \( X_{B_C} \) that were not charged for in the first step.

We now describe the details. We assume, w.l.o.g. that \( B_C \) is the set of bins \( \{1, \ldots, |B_C|\} \). For every bin \( j \in B \) let \( Y_j' \subseteq Y_j \) be the set of items assigned by LS to bin \( j \) and are
of type that has more than \(d\) replicas. Clearly, that the total capacity (or total number of types with repetitions) used by the optimal solution for the set of bins \(B_C\) is at most the total capacity used by LS for the set of bins \(B_C\). Observe that if \(|X_{ij}| > 0\) for item type \(i\) and bin \(j \in B_C\) then \(|Y_{ij}| = 0\) for every bin \(j \in B_C\). Otherwise, LS can add items from \(X_{ij}\) to \(Y_{ij}\) and thus make a local improvement. In the first step, the charging scheme iterates through the set of bins \(B_C\). In iteration \(j, 1 \leq j \leq |B_C|\), the charging scheme iterates through item types with set of items from \(X_{ij}\) until all these items are considered or until all item types with set of items in \(Y_j^f\) are charged once. When the charging scheme considers item type \(i\) in iteration \(j\) with \(|X_{ij}| > 0\), there exists an item type \(i_1\) with more than \(d\) replicas and \(|Y_{i_1j}| > 0\), such that \(Y_{ij}\) was not charged. The charging scheme charges \(|X_{ij}|\) items from \(Y_{i_1j}\) for the set of \(|X_{ij}|\) items of type \(i\) assigned by the optimal solution to bin \(j\). Clearly, \(|Y_{i_1j}| \geq |X_{ij}|\). Otherwise, LS can make a local improvement by replacing \(Y_{i_1j}\) items of type \(i_1\) with \(|X_{ij}|\) items of type \(j\) in bin \(j\).

In the second step the charging scheme considers the subset of items from \(X_{ij}\) that were not considered in the first step as follows. The charging scheme iterates through the set of bins \(B_C\). In iteration \(j, 1 \leq j \leq |B_C|\), the charging scheme iterates through item types with set of items from \(X_{ij}\) that were not charged for in the first step. When the charging scheme considers item type \(i\) assigned by the optimal solution to bin \(j\) with \(|X_{ij}| > 0\), there must exist an item type \(i_1\) with set of items \(Y_{i_1j}\) that were not charged and \(|Y_{i_1j}| > 0\), since the capacity of bin \(j\) is saturated.

We consider two cases.

**Case 1:** \(|Y_{i_1j}| > |X_{ij}|\). Then, we charge \(|X_{ij}|\) items from \(Y_{i_1j}\) for the set \(|X_{ij}|\) of items of type \(i\) assigned by the optimal solution to bin \(j\).

**Case 2:** \(|Y_{i_1j}| < |X_{ij}|\). (note that item type \(i_1\) must have exactly \(d\) replicas. Otherwise, items from \(Y_{i_1j}\) were charged in the first step of the charging scheme). In this case we will use the following observation.

**Observation 4.5:** In case 2 the capacity of all the bins in the set \(B\) in the local optimal solution is saturated.

This observation can be easily established as follows. Since, all the bins in the set \(B_C\) are capacity saturated, it remains to show that the capacity of all the bins in the set \(B_L\) is saturated. If there exists a bin \(j_2 \in B_L\) that is not capacity saturated then LS can make the following swap and replace improvement operation. Since bin \(j_2\) is load saturated and not capacity saturated, there exists an item type \(i_2\) with \(|X_{ij_2}| > 1\). First, swap one item of type \(i_2\) assigned to bin \(j_2\) with the set of items of type \(i_1\) assigned to bin \(j_1\). Then, replace the item of type \(i_2\) assigned to bin \(j_2\) with \(|X_{ij}| + |V_j^f| > |X_{ij}|\) items of type \(i\). Thus, improving the local optimal solution. A contradiction.

By observation 4.5 at least one of the following holds.

- There must exist a replica of item type \(i_2 \neq i\) with more than \(d\) replicas that was not charged.
- There exists a replica of item type \(i\) that was not charged.

Now, we consider three subcases.

**Case a:** There exists a bin \(j_2 \in B_L\), such that \(|Y_{ij_2}| > 0\) and \(Y_{ij_2}\) was not charged. It must hold that \(|Y_{ij_2}| > |X_{ij}| + V_j^f\). Otherwise, LS can make the following swap improvement operation. Swap the sets of items of types \(i_1\) and \(i\) between bins \(j_1\) and \(j_2\). This swap operation replaces \(Y_{ij_1}\) with \(|X_{ij}| + |V_j^f| > \max\{|Y_{ij}|, |Y_{ij_2}|\}\) items of the set \(Y_j \cup Y_{ij_2}\) for the set of items \(X_{ij}\). This is feasible, since \(|Y_{ij}| + |Y_{ij_2}| > |Y_{ij}| + |Y_{ij_2}| + V_j^f\). Note that this charge replaces any charge already made for items from the set \(X_j\).

**Case b:** There exists a bin \(j_2 \in B_C\) and item type \(i_2\), such that \(|Y_{ij_2}^f| \leq |Y_i^f|, |Y_{ij_2}| > 0\) and \(Y_{ij_2}\) was not charged. Clearly, \(|X_{ij}| \leq |Y_{ij_2}|\) (otherwise, LS can improve the solution by replacing \(Y_{ij_2}\) with \(X_{ij}\) in bin \(j_2\)). We charge \(|X_{ij}|\) items of the set \(Y_{ij_2}\) for the set of items \(X_{ij}\).

**Case c:** There exists a bin \(j_2 \in B_C\), and an item type \(i_2 \neq i\), such that \(|Y_{ij_2}^f| \leq |Y_i^f|, |Y_{ij_2}| > 0\) and \(Y_{ij_2}\) was not charged. Let \(r_{ij} = \min\{|X_{ij}|, |X_{ij}| + V_j^f\}\). It must hold that \(|Y_{ij_2}| \geq r_{ij}\). Otherwise, LS can make the following swap and replace improvement operation. First, swap the set of items \(X_{ij}\) and \(Y_{ij_2}\) between bins \(j_1\) and \(j_2\), respectively. Then, replace \(Y_{ij_2}\) with \(r_{ij}\) item from \(X_{ij}\) in bin \(j_1\). If \(|Y_{ij_2}| > |X_{ij}|\), then \(|X_{ij}|\) items of the set \(Y_{ij_2}\) for the set of items \(X_{ij}\). Otherwise, \(|Y_{ij}| + \min\{|X_{ij}|, |Y_{ij_2}| + V_j^f\} > |Y_{ij}|\) and \(|X_{ij}|\) items of the set \(Y_j \cup Y_{ij_2}\) for the set of items \(X_{ij}\) that contains \(X_{ij}\). Note that this charge replaces any charge already made for items from the set \(X_j\).

Since all the items in the set \(X_{B_C}\) are charged for by the charging scheme and each item in the set \(Y\) is charged at most once, it follows that \(|X_{B_C}| \leq |Y|\).

We now return to the proof of the theorem. Since all the bins in \(X_{B_C}\) are load saturated, \(|X_{B_C}| = |Y_{B_C}|\). By Lemma 4.1, \(|X_{B_C}| \leq |Y|\). Thus, \(OPT \leq |X| + |Y| = |X_{B_C}| + |X_{B_C}| + |Y| \leq |Y_{B_C}| + 2|Y| \leq 3|Y| = 3LS\).

Since each improvement step strictly increases the number of packed items, the number of improvement steps is at most \(n\).

The convergence time of the local search algorithm to a local optimum may be exponential. To ensure polynomial running time we modify the algorithm as follows.

- **Replace operation.** Let \(R_k\) be a set of items of type \(k\) assigned to bin \(j\) and let \(R_k^{i,j}\) be a set of unassigned items of type \(i\). If \(|R_k^{i,j}| \geq 1 + \epsilon|R_k|\), then \(S_i \leftarrow S_i \setminus R_k^{i,j} \cup R_{k^{i,j}}\).

- **Swap operation.** Let \(R_{ki}\) and \(R_{kj}\) be sets of items of type \(k, k'\) assigned to bins \(i\) and \(j\), respectively. Let \(T_k\) and \(T_k'\) be the sets of unassigned items of type \(k, k'\), respectively. Let \(R_{ki} \subseteq R_{ki} \cup T_k\) and let \(R_{kj} \subseteq R_{kj} \cup T_k'\). If \(|R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}^i| \geq (1 + \epsilon)|R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}^i|\), then \(S_i \leftarrow S_i \setminus R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}^i\) and \(S_j \leftarrow S_j \setminus R_{kj} \cup R_{ki}^j\).

- **Swap and Replace operation.** Let \(R_{ki}\) and \(R_{kj}\) be sets of items of type \(k, k'\) assigned to bins \(i\) and \(j\), respectively. Let \(T_{ki}\) and \(T_{kj}\) be the sets of unassigned items of type \(k', k''\), respectively. Let \(R_{ki} \subseteq R_{ki} \cup T_{ki}\) and let \(R_{kj} \subseteq R_{kj} \cup T_{kj}\). If \(|R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}| \geq (1 + \epsilon)|R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}|\), then \(S_i \leftarrow S_i \setminus R_{ki} \cup R_{kj}\) and \(S_j \leftarrow S_j \setminus R_{kj} \cup R_{ki}\).

Note that we assume that when the algorithm performs one of the above improvement operations and assigns items of any type \(k\) to a bin, it assigns a maximal set of these items, such that the solution is feasible.
Theorem 4.6: For any \( \epsilon > 0 \), the modified local search algorithm is a polynomial time \( (3+\epsilon) \)-approximation algorithm.

Proof: The proof of the approximation ratio is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 with the difference that each charge for a set of unassigned items is \( 1+\epsilon \) times the original charge. The polynomial running time of the algorithm follows from the fact that at each improvement step a set of items \( R' \) replaces a set of items \( R \), such that \( |R'| \geq (1+\epsilon)|R| \). It is easy to see that the number of steps is at most \( N M \log_{1+\epsilon} V_{\text{max}} = O(\frac{1}{\epsilon} N M \log N V_{\text{max}}) \), where \( V_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum load capacity of any bin. This follows from the fact that the number of items packed in the bins is at most \( N M \) and at each improvement step one of these sets is replaced with a set larger by a factor at least \( 1+\epsilon \). More specifically, in replace operation a set of items is replaced with a new set larger by a factor at least \( 1+\epsilon \). In swap operation the size of the largest of the swapped two sets after performing the swap operation is at least \( 1+\epsilon \) times the size of the largest of the two sets before performing the swap operation and the size of the smallest of the two sets after performing the swap operation is at least the size of the smallest of the swapped two sets before performing the swap operation.

V. A PRACTICAL ALGORITHM

The theoretical algorithm described in the previous section cannot be applied directly to realistic scenarios since it assumes fixed size items. Thus, we need to develop a new realistic algorithm that can handle variable size of both the VMs and the images in an efficient way.

The proposed solution has two steps as described in Algorithm 1 (PLACE-MENT ALGORITHM). In the first step, it computes a solution using algorithm Extended Greedy (EGREEDY, Algorithm 2). In the second step, the algorithm applies the local search procedure LS (Algorithm 3). Both algorithms are described below.

Algorithm EGREEDY works as follows. In the first phase, it places each image in some container, so that by the end of this phase all images are placed. In the second phase, it runs algorithm Greedy for the multiple knapsack problem presented in Section IV. Since items have variable sizes, each knapsack optimization step in Greedy is based on the dynamic programming algorithm described in [22].

The local search procedure, LS, (see Algorithm 3) repeatedly iterates over pairs of bins in order to find local improvements in packing pairs of bins, such that the number of packed items is increased. It uses a procedure called Local(\( S_i, S_j \)) to find a repacking \( S_i' \) and \( S_j' \) of bins \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. If \( v(S_i') + v(S_j') > v(S_i) + v(S_j) \), the algorithm repacks bins \( i, j \), where \( v(S_i) \) is the number of items in the set \( S_i \). The procedure Local finds an approximate solution to an instance of the problem with two bins (again using algorithm Greedy for the multiple knapsack problem).

The procedure Local maintains the replica constraints by ensuring that images with single replica in the solution \( S \) that are packed in bins \( i \) or \( j \) are not discarded from the solution. The procedure tries improving the solution by repeatedly performing the following two steps. In the first step, images with a single replica are moved between bins \( i \) and \( j \) to create a solution to the pair of bins \( i, j \) that contains only images with single replica and no items. The image movement operation may involve exchanging images between bins \( i \) and \( j \) or moving images in one direction only. Note that a single movement step might involve multiple images on each bin. In the second step, algorithm Greedy for the multiple knapsack problem runs.

Algorithm 1: PLACE-MENT ALGORITHM

Input: \( \{(C_j, V_j)\}_{j=1\ldots N}, \{(c_i, s_i)\}_{i=1\ldots n}, d \)
Output: Assignment \( S = (S_1, \ldots, S_n) \) of items to bins
1 \( S \leftarrow \text{EGREEDY()} \)
2 \( S \leftarrow \text{LS}(S) \)
3 return \( S \);

Algorithm 2: EXTENDED GREEDY ALGORITHM: EGREEDY

Input: \( \{(C_j, V_j)\}_{j=1\ldots N}, \{(c_i, s_i)\}_{i=1\ldots n}, d \)
Output: Assignment \( S = (S_1, \ldots, S_n) \) of items to bins
1 Let \( S \) be such that \( S_j = \emptyset \), \( \forall j = 1 \ldots n \)
2 for \( k \leftarrow 1 \) to \( M \) do
3 \( \text{Place image } k \text{ in a bin with sufficient remaining capacity} \)
4 for \( j \leftarrow 1 \) to \( N \) do
5 \( \text{Apply the exact algorithm for the single bin problem on} \)
6 \( \text{the set of remaining items (while taking into account the} \)
7 \( \text{images packed in the previous step)} \)
8 return \( S \);

Algorithm 3: LOCAL SEARCH PROCEDURE: LS

Input: \( S = (S_1, \ldots, S_n), \{(C_j, V_j)\}_{j=1\ldots N}, \{(c_i, s_i)\}_{i=1\ldots n}, d \)
Output: Assignment \( S = (S_1, \ldots, S_n) \) of items to bins
1 while the solution was improved in the following loop do
2 \( \text{for each pair of bins } i, j \text{ apply the local improvement} \)
3 \( \text{operation do} \)
4 \( \text{if } v(S_i') + v(S_j') > v(S_i) + v(S_j) \text{ then} \)
5 \( \text{\( (S_i, S_j) \leftarrow (S_i', S_j') \)} \)
6 return \( S \);

Obviously, since in a large scale setting, there are many pairs of bins to examine, the local search procedure might take too much time to execute. Moreover, at each iteration, only small improvements might be achieved. To ensure reasonable run times, we slightly modify Algorithm LS and obtain algorithm RANDOM LS as shown in Algorithm 4. At each step, it selects a random pair of bins and performs the optimization step on it. The process continues as long as there is an improvement in pair optimization. We imposed an early stopping condition that stops the optimization process if after 20 consecutive pair optimizations no improvement was achieved. To further improve the early stopping condition in a practical setting, the algorithm can be configured to stop if improvements that it achieves fell below a predefined percent of VMs in the managed environment.

As indicated by the results of the next section, the randomized algorithm achieves results that are within 1% of those obtained by Algorithm 1, but with much shorter running time.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we describe the results of experimental evaluation of the algorithm presented in the previous section.

We use algorithm Extended Greedy (EGREEDY, Algorithm 2) as a baseline for comparison.

A. Methodology

For our evaluation, we use the data collected from a part of a private research cloud inside IBM. Specifically, we collected the data about the physical capacity (i.e., physical hosts hardware configuration), VM instances running on these hosts, images that are used to create these instances and relative image popularity.

More specifically, in our setting the total number of hosts is 137. All hosts have the same amount of secondary storage (i.e., capacity), 250 GB. With respect to the amount of RAM (i.e., load capacity), the hosts are divided into four groups as described in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Configuration</th>
<th>Memory Capacity [GB]</th>
<th>Count [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Large</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
PHYSICAL HOST CONFIGURATIONS

There are 1984 VMs in our setting. There are 10 VM sizes in use ranging from 1 to 32 GB. There are 576 master images that have at least one active VM instance. The master image popularity is shown in Figure 3. Images that do not have active VM instances are omitted from the graph. The number of VM instances per image ranges from 1 to 99 with more than half of the images having only one VM instance and a small amount of images having multiple VM instances. Figure 4 shows the number of VM instances for each memory size. As one can see most of the VMs (80%) use memory size of 2 GB and 6 GB. The image sizes range from 2 GB to 36 GB.

To study the algorithm behavior we independently change capacity (i.e., the amount of local storage) and load capacity (i.e., main memory) in the original problem instance, using a uniform factor. Table II shows the results of our experiments. The columns in this table represent memory capacity factors (i.e., the uniform factors that are used to modify main memory of the physical hosts) and rows represent storage capacity factor (i.e., the uniform factors used to modify the secondary storage of the physical hosts). An intersection of each column and row shows the average improvement computed over 24 executions of the algorithm compared to the EGREEDY algorithm. Factors smaller than 0.9 are not shown in Table II, because for these factors feasible solutions do not exist in this problem instance.

The standard deviation is small in all experiments. For a specific example see Table III that represents an improvement in absolute numbers for the storage factor 0.9.

We used a four core 1.2 GHz per core 2007 Xeon server with 8 GB main memory to run our experiments.

As one can see, the local search algorithm achieves the best results when storage is scarce. For example, when we modify the original problem instance so that the image storage takes up 90% of the host storage, the improvement of the local search algorithm ranges between 12% and 20%. We also see that the main memory is a secondary bottleneck. This result is in line with the intuition that as one has more storage capacity per host, it is easier to satisfy replica constraints and improve the affinity of VM instances and images.

As main memory and secondary storage become abundant, the improvement obtained by the local search algorithm compared to the EGREEDY algorithm becomes negligible. Table III shows the results of our experiments for a fixed
storage capacity factor of 0.9 and different memory capacity factors represented by the rows of the table. The entries of the table represent the number of locally placed VMs. The second and third columns represent the average and standard deviation of the number of VMs placed by the local search algorithm, respectively. The fourth column of the table represents the number of VMs placed by E GREEDY algorithm. The last column of the table shows the average improvement in terms of number of local VMs placed by the local search algorithm compared to the E GREEDY algorithm. As one can see the standard deviation of the number of locally placed VMs placed by the local search algorithm is small. The average running time of the Random Local Search algorithm was 6 minutes with the maximum running time being 10 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory (GB)</th>
<th>Storage (GB)</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>E GREEDY</th>
<th>Avg Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.974</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>1.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>1.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.0088</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>1.00046</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RANDOM LOCAL SEARCH IMPROVEMENT RATIO

Figure 5 shows improvements in number of locally placed VMs per improvement step for Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 for a sample execution of Algorithm 4. Both algorithms are executed for the storage and memory factors of 0.9. As one can see, in this execution both algorithms converge to essentially the same total improvement in local VM placement with Algorithm 4 being within 2% of the result of its deterministic counterpart.

From the practical perspective, it is important that the optimization algorithm runs sufficiently fast for the typical cloud scales. The deterministic version of the local search passes over all bin pairs at least once. Therefore, its running time is considerably longer, 2 hours on the average as opposed to 5–6 minutes for the randomized version. Finally, we performed experiments for replica requirements of placing at least d = 2 replicas of each image that show the improvement achieved by the local search algorithm compared to the E GREEDY algorithm. These results are omitted due to space limitations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we studied the problem of maximizing affinity between VM images and VM instances created from them through joint placement of images and instances. We defined a novel optimization problem that extends the Class Constrained Multiple Knapsack problem and provide a (3 + \(\epsilon\))-approximation algorithm for it. We evaluate performance of the algorithm in a general setting where VM instances and VM images are of arbitrary sizes using production data from a private research IBM cloud. We show that the algorithm achieves significant improvements in VM instance locality when either main memory or secondary storage become a scarce resource.

Future directions of this work include improvement of the approximation ratio of the presented local search algorithm, exploring the possibility of constructing an algorithm with fixed approximation ratio for the generalization of the problem where VM instances and VM images can be of arbitrary sizes. Another interesting research direction is studying the online version of the problem considering different communication costs between VMs and images, various workloads and network topologies, based on actual cloud data.
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